
  also 1161 #  Expanded Dictionary Study

  also 1161 # de {deh}; a primary particle (adversative or
continuative); but, and, etc.: -- {also}, and, but, moreover,
now [often unexpressed in English].[ql

  also 1211 # de {day}; probably akin to 1161; a particle of
emphasis or explicitness; now, then, etc.: -- {also}, and,
doubtless, now, therefore.[ql

  also 3761 # oude {oo-deh'}; from 3756 and 1161; not however, i.
e. neither, nor, not even: -- neither (indeed), never, no (more,
nor, not), nor (yet), ({also}, even, then) not (even, so much
as), + nothing, so much as.[ql

  an 3303 # men {men}; a primary particle; properly, indicative
of affirmation or concession (in fact); usually followed by a
contrasted clause with 1161 (this one, the former, etc): -- even,
 indeed, so, some, truly, verily. Often compounded with other
particles in {an} intensive or asseverative sense.[ql

  and 1161 # de {deh}; a primary particle (adversative or
continuative); but, and, etc.: -- also, {and}, but, moreover,
now [often unexpressed in English].[ql

  and 1211 # de {day}; probably akin to 1161; a particle of
emphasis or explicitness; now, then, etc.: -- also, {and},
doubtless, now, therefore.[ql

  as 3366 # mede {may-deh'}; from 3361 and 1161; but not, not
even; in a continued negation, nor: -- neither, nor (yet), (no)
not (once, so much {as}).[ql

  as 3761 # oude {oo-deh'}; from 3756 and 1161; not however, i.e.
 neither, nor, not even: -- neither (indeed), never, no (more,
nor, not), nor (yet), (also, even, then) not (even, so much as),
+ nothing, so much {as}.[ql

  as 3761 # oude {oo-deh'}; from 3756 and 1161; not however, i.e.
 neither, nor, not even: -- neither (indeed), never, no (more,
nor, not), nor (yet), (also, even, then) not (even, so much
{as}), + nothing, so much as.[ql

  asseverative 3303 # men {men}; a primary particle; properly,
indicative of affirmation or concession (in fact); usually
followed by a contrasted clause with 1161 (this one, the former,
etc): -- even, indeed, so, some, truly, verily. Often compounded
with other particles in an intensive or {asseverative} sense.[ql

  but 1161 # de {deh}; a primary particle (adversative or
continuative); but, and, etc.: -- also, and, {but}, moreover,
now [often unexpressed in English].[ql

  compounded 3303 # men {men}; a primary particle; properly,
indicative of affirmation or concession (in fact); usually
followed by a contrasted clause with 1161 (this one, the former,
etc): -- even, indeed, so, some, truly, verily. Often
{compounded} with other particles in an intensive or
asseverative sense.[ql

  doubtless 1211 # de {day}; probably akin to 1161; a particle
of emphasis or explicitness; now, then, etc.: -- also, and,
{doubtless}, now, therefore.[ql
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  else 1490 # ei de me(ge) {i deh may'-(gheh)}; from 1487, 1161,
and 3361 (sometimes with 1065 added); but if not: -- (or) {else},
 if (not, otherwise), otherwise.[ql

  English 1161 # de {deh}; a primary particle (adversative or
continuative); but, and, etc.: -- also, and, but, moreover, now
[often unexpressed in {English}].[ql

  he 3592 # hode {hod'-eh}; including the feminine hede {hay'-
deh}; and the neuter tode {tod'-e}; from 3588 and 1161; the same,
 i.e. this or that one (plural these or those); often used as
person pronoun: -- {he}, she, such, these, thus.[ql

  if 1490 # ei de me(ge) {i deh may'-(gheh)}; from 1487, 1161,
and 3361 (sometimes with 1065 added); but if not: -- (or) else,
{if} (not, otherwise), otherwise.[ql

  in 1161 # de {deh}; a primary particle (adversative or
continuative); but, and, etc.: -- also, and, but, moreover, now
[often unexpressed {in} English].[ql

  in 3303 # men {men}; a primary particle; properly, indicative
of affirmation or concession (in fact); usually followed by a
contrasted clause with 1161 (this one, the former, etc): -- even,
 indeed, so, some, truly, verily. Often compounded with other
particles {in} an intensive or asseverative sense.[ql

  indeed 3303 # men {men}; a primary particle; properly,
indicative of affirmation or concession (in fact); usually
followed by a contrasted clause with 1161 (this one, the former,
etc): -- even, {indeed}, so, some, truly, verily. Often
compounded with other particles in an intensive or asseverative
sense.[ql

  indeed 3761 # oude {oo-deh'}; from 3756 and 1161; not however,
i.e. neither, nor, not even: -- neither ({indeed}), never, no
(more, nor, not), nor (yet), (also, even, then) not (even, so
much as), + nothing, so much as.[ql

  intensive 3303 # men {men}; a primary particle; properly,
indicative of affirmation or concession (in fact); usually
followed by a contrasted clause with 1161 (this one, the former,
etc): -- even, indeed, so, some, truly, verily. Often compounded
with other particles in an {intensive} or asseverative sense.[ql

  more 3761 # oude {oo-deh'}; from 3756 and 1161; not however, i.
e. neither, nor, not even: -- neither (indeed), never, no
({more}, nor, not), nor (yet), (also, even, then) not (even, so
much as), + nothing, so much as.[ql

  moreover 1161 # de {deh}; a primary particle (adversative or
continuative); but, and, etc.: -- also, and, but, {moreover},
now [often unexpressed in English].[ql

  much 3366 # mede {may-deh'}; from 3361 and 1161; but not, not
even; in a continued negation, nor: -- neither, nor (yet), (no)
not (once, so {much} as).[ql

  much 3761 # oude {oo-deh'}; from 3756 and 1161; not however, i.
e. neither, nor, not even: -- neither (indeed), never, no (more,
nor, not), nor (yet), (also, even, then) not (even, so much as),
+ nothing, so {much} as.[ql

  much 3761 # oude {oo-deh'}; from 3756 and 1161; not however, i.
e. neither, nor, not even: -- neither (indeed), never, no (more,
nor, not), nor (yet), (also, even, then) not (even, so {much}
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as), + nothing, so much as.[ql

  neither 3366 # mede {may-deh'}; from 3361 and 1161; but not,
not even; in a continued negation, nor: -- {neither}, nor (yet),
(no) not (once, so much as).[ql

  neither 3761 # oude {oo-deh'}; from 3756 and 1161; not however,
 i.e. neither, nor, not even: -- {neither} (indeed), never, no
(more, nor, not), nor (yet), (also, even, then) not (even, so
much as), + nothing, so much as.[ql

  never 3761 # oude {oo-deh'}; from 3756 and 1161; not however,
i.e. neither, nor, not even: -- neither (indeed), {never}, no
(more, nor, not), nor (yet), (also, even, then) not (even, so
much as), + nothing, so much as.[ql

  no 3366 # mede {may-deh'}; from 3361 and 1161; but not, not
even; in a continued negation, nor: -- neither, nor (yet),
({no}) not (once, so much as).[ql

  no 3761 # oude {oo-deh'}; from 3756 and 1161; not however, i.e.
 neither, nor, not even: -- neither (indeed), never, {no} (more,
nor, not), nor (yet), (also, even, then) not (even, so much as),
+ nothing, so much as.[ql

  nor 3366 # mede {may-deh'}; from 3361 and 1161; but not, not
even; in a continued negation, nor: -- neither, {nor} (yet),
(no) not (once, so much as).[ql

  nor 3761 # oude {oo-deh'}; from 3756 and 1161; not however, i.
e. neither, nor, not even: -- neither (indeed), never, no (more,
nor, not), {nor} (yet), (also, even, then) not (even, so much
as), + nothing, so much as.[ql

  nor 3761 # oude {oo-deh'}; from 3756 and 1161; not however, i.
e. neither, nor, not even: -- neither (indeed), never, no (more,
{nor}, not), nor (yet), (also, even, then) not (even, so much
as), + nothing, so much as.[ql

  not 1490 # ei de me(ge) {i deh may'-(gheh)}; from 1487, 1161,
and 3361 (sometimes with 1065 added); but if not: -- (or) else,
if ({not}, otherwise), otherwise.[ql

  not 3366 # mede {may-deh'}; from 3361 and 1161; but not, not
even; in a continued negation, nor: -- neither, nor (yet), (no)
{not} (once, so much as).[ql

  not 3761 # oude {oo-deh'}; from 3756 and 1161; not however, i.
e. neither, nor, not even: -- neither (indeed), never, no (more,
nor, not), nor (yet), (also, even, then) {not} (even, so much
as), + nothing, so much as.[ql

  not 3761 # oude {oo-deh'}; from 3756 and 1161; not however, i.
e. neither, nor, not even: -- neither (indeed), never, no (more,
nor, {not}), nor (yet), (also, even, then) not (even, so much
as), + nothing, so much as.[ql

  nothing 3761 # oude {oo-deh'}; from 3756 and 1161; not however,
 i.e. neither, nor, not even: -- neither (indeed), never, no
(more, nor, not), nor (yet), (also, even, then) not (even, so
much as), + {nothing}, so much as.[ql

  now 1161 # de {deh}; a primary particle (adversative or
continuative); but, and, etc.: -- also, and, but, moreover,
{now} [often unexpressed in English].[ql
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  now 1211 # de {day}; probably akin to 1161; a particle of
emphasis or explicitness; now, then, etc.: -- also, and,
doubtless, {now}, therefore.[ql

  often 1161 # de {deh}; a primary particle (adversative or
continuative); but, and, etc.: -- also, and, but, moreover, now
[{often} unexpressed in English].[ql

  Often 3303 # men {men}; a primary particle; properly,
indicative of affirmation or concession (in fact); usually
followed by a contrasted clause with 1161 (this one, the former,
etc): -- even, indeed, so, some, truly, verily. {Often}
compounded with other particles in an intensive or asseverative
sense.[ql

  once 3366 # mede {may-deh'}; from 3361 and 1161; but not, not
even; in a continued negation, nor: -- neither, nor (yet), (no)
not ({once}, so much as).[ql

  or 1490 # ei de me(ge) {i deh may'-(gheh)}; from 1487, 1161,
and 3361 (sometimes with 1065 added); but if not: -- ({or}) else,
 if (not, otherwise), otherwise.[ql

  or 3303 # men {men}; a primary particle; properly, indicative
of affirmation or concession (in fact); usually followed by a
contrasted clause with 1161 (this one, the former, etc): -- even,
 indeed, so, some, truly, verily. Often compounded with other
particles in an intensive {or} asseverative sense.[ql

  other 3303 # men {men}; a primary particle; properly,
indicative of affirmation or concession (in fact); usually
followed by a contrasted clause with 1161 (this one, the former,
etc): -- even, indeed, so, some, truly, verily. Often compounded
with {other} particles in an intensive or asseverative sense.[ql

  otherwise 1490 # ei de me(ge) {i deh may'-(gheh)}; from 1487,
1161, and 3361 (sometimes with 1065 added); but if not: -- (or)
else, if (not, otherwise), {otherwise}.[ql

  otherwise 1490 # ei de me(ge) {i deh may'-(gheh)}; from 1487,
1161, and 3361 (sometimes with 1065 added); but if not: -- (or)
else, if (not, {otherwise}), otherwise.[ql

  particles 3303 # men {men}; a primary particle; properly,
indicative of affirmation or concession (in fact); usually
followed by a contrasted clause with 1161 (this one, the former,
etc): -- even, indeed, so, some, truly, verily. Often compounded
with other {particles} in an intensive or asseverative sense.[ql

  sense 3303 # men {men}; a primary particle; properly,
indicative of affirmation or concession (in fact); usually
followed by a contrasted clause with 1161 (this one, the former,
etc): -- even, indeed, so, some, truly, verily. Often compounded
with other particles in an intensive or asseverative {sense}.[ql

  she 3592 # hode {hod'-eh}; including the feminine hede {hay'-
deh}; and the neuter tode {tod'-e}; from 3588 and 1161; the same,
 i.e. this or that one (plural these or those); often used as
person pronoun: -- he, {she}, such, these, thus.[ql

  so 3303 # men {men}; a primary particle; properly, indicative
of affirmation or concession (in fact); usually followed by a
contrasted clause with 1161 (this one, the former, etc): -- even,
 indeed, {so}, some, truly, verily. Often compounded with other
particles in an intensive or asseverative sense.[ql
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  so 3366 # mede {may-deh'}; from 3361 and 1161; but not, not
even; in a continued negation, nor: -- neither, nor (yet), (no)
not (once, {so} much as).[ql

  so 3761 # oude {oo-deh'}; from 3756 and 1161; not however, i.e.
 neither, nor, not even: -- neither (indeed), never, no (more,
nor, not), nor (yet), (also, even, then) not (even, so much as),
+ nothing, {so} much as.[ql

  so 3761 # oude {oo-deh'}; from 3756 and 1161; not however, i.e.
 neither, nor, not even: -- neither (indeed), never, no (more,
nor, not), nor (yet), (also, even, then) not (even, {so} much
as), + nothing, so much as.[ql

  some 3303 # men {men}; a primary particle; properly,
indicative of affirmation or concession (in fact); usually
followed by a contrasted clause with 1161 (this one, the former,
etc): -- even, indeed, so, {some}, truly, verily. Often
compounded with other particles in an intensive or asseverative
sense.[ql

  such 3592 # hode {hod'-eh}; including the feminine hede {hay'-
deh}; and the neuter tode {tod'-e}; from 3588 and 1161; the same,
 i.e. this or that one (plural these or those); often used as
person pronoun: -- he, she, {such}, these, thus.[ql

  such 5107 # toiosde {toy-os'-deh}; (including the other
inflections); from a derivative of 5104 and 1161; such-like then,
 i.e. so great: -- {such}.[ql

  then 3761 # oude {oo-deh'}; from 3756 and 1161; not however, i.
e. neither, nor, not even: -- neither (indeed), never, no (more,
nor, not), nor (yet), (also, even, {then}) not (even, so much
as), + nothing, so much as.[ql

  therefore 1211 # de {day}; probably akin to 1161; a particle
of emphasis or explicitness; now, then, etc.: -- also, and,
doubtless, now, {therefore}.[ql

  these 3592 # hode {hod'-eh}; including the feminine hede {hay'-
deh}; and the neuter tode {tod'-e}; from 3588 and 1161; the same,
 i.e. this or that one (plural these or those); often used as
person pronoun: -- he, she, such, {these}, thus.[ql

  thus 3592 # hode {hod'-eh}; including the feminine hede {hay'-
deh}; and the neuter tode {tod'-e}; from 3588 and 1161; the same,
 i.e. this or that one (plural these or those); often used as
person pronoun: -- he, she, such, these, {thus}.[ql

  truly 3303 # men {men}; a primary particle; properly,
indicative of affirmation or concession (in fact); usually
followed by a contrasted clause with 1161 (this one, the former,
etc): -- even, indeed, so, some, {truly}, verily. Often
compounded with other particles in an intensive or asseverative
sense.[ql

  unexpressed 1161 # de {deh}; a primary particle (adversative
or continuative); but, and, etc.: -- also, and, but, moreover,
now [often {unexpressed} in English].[ql

  verily 3303 # men {men}; a primary particle; properly,
indicative of affirmation or concession (in fact); usually
followed by a contrasted clause with 1161 (this one, the former,
etc): -- even, indeed, so, some, truly, {verily}. Often
compounded with other particles in an intensive or asseverative
sense.[ql
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  with 3303 # men {men}; a primary particle; properly,
indicative of affirmation or concession (in fact); usually
followed by a contrasted clause with 1161 (this one, the former,
etc): -- even, indeed, so, some, truly, verily. Often compounded
{with} other particles in an intensive or asseverative sense.[ql

  yet 3366 # mede {may-deh'}; from 3361 and 1161; but not, not
even; in a continued negation, nor: -- neither, nor ({yet}),
(no) not (once, so much as).[ql

  yet 3761 # oude {oo-deh'}; from 3756 and 1161; not however, i.
e. neither, nor, not even: -- neither (indeed), never, no (more,
nor, not), nor ({yet}), (also, even, then) not (even, so much
as), + nothing, so much as.[ql
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